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Abstract Simulations of two mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) that occurred during the Midlatitude
Continental Convective Clouds Experiment were performed to examine the impact of aerosol number
concentration on the vertical distributions of liquid and ice condensate and themacrophysical, microphysical,
and radiative properties of the cirrus-anvil cloud shield. Analyses indicate that for an increase in aerosol
concentration from a clean continental to a highly polluted state, there was an increase in the rime collection
rateofcloudwater,which ledto less loftedcloudwater.Aerosol-inducedtrends in thecloudmixingratioprofiles
were, however, nonmonotonic in themixed phase region, such that a moderate increase in aerosol
concentrationproduced thegreatest reduction incloudwater.Generally, less loftedcloudwater led to lessanvil
icemixing ratio butmore numerous, small ice crystalswithin the anvil. In spite of reduced anvil icemixing ratio,
theanvil cloudsexhibitedgreaterareal coverage, increasedalbedo, reducedcloudtopcooling, andreducednet
radiative flux, which led to an aerosol-induced warming (reduced cooling) effect in these squall lines.

1. Introduction

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are ubiquitous, organized precipitation systems that occur in the tro-
pics and midlatitudes. Over North America they may account for up to 70% of the warm season precipitation
[Fritsch et al., 1986]. They often form to the lee of the Rocky Mountains in association with preexisting convec-
tion or over the central Great Plains along surface boundaries such as the dryline [Jirak and Cotton, 2007].
MCSs play a critical role in the global energy budget by vertically redistributing heat and moisture [Cotton
et al., 1995]. Such vertical transport of moisture and condensate can lead to the generation of enormous cir-
rus anvil cloud shields [Maddox, 1980].

Themost prolific type of MCS is the persistent elongated convective system (PECS) [Jirak et al., 2003], of which
the leading line, trailing stratiform (LLTS) squall line is the most common [Parker and Johnson, 2000]. They are
contrived of complexes of individual convective elements that form in an organized manner and exhibit a
contiguous stratiform-anvil region. Such squall lines are frequently long-lived as they persist in a self-
reinforcing balance between vertical wind shear and cold pool dynamics [Rotunno et al., 1988].

Given the frequency of occurrence, size, and duration of MCSs, their associated upper level anvils can impose
a great influence on the radiation budget [Ramanathan and Collins, 1991; Fowler and Randall, 1994; Stephens,
2005; Stephens et al., 2008]. The expansive cirrus anvil clouds can be highly reflective, thus increasing albedo
and reducing downwelling shortwave radiation. Further, anvils tend to trap longwave radiation below their
cloud base and emit radiation to space from their high-level cloud tops. Both the macrophysical and micro-
physical properties of anvils, including areal coverage, ice water content, cloud thickness, and ice particle size
distributions, determine the associated radiation budget [Platt and Harshvardhan, 1988; Platt, 1989; Carrió
et al., 2007]. These cirrus radiative responses generally promote cloud top cooling and cloud base warming
[Webster and Stephens, 1980].

Squall line MCSs are composed of multiple elements including convective, stratiform, and anvil regions that
transition from deep anvil to thin cirrus [Feng et al., 2011]. Cloud radiative feedbacks can vary dramatically by
cloud type, and within such MCSs that contain a spectrum of cloud types, there may be a range of radiative
responses [Futyanetal., 2005;Chenetal., 2000]. Further, the radiative forcingofanvil cloudsmayvarydepending
on the cloud microphysical and macrophysical characteristics [Chou et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2002; Futyan et al.,
2005; Morrison and Grabowski, 2011]. MCSs are not well represented in general circulation models (GCMs),
which may pose a serious limitation in establishing radiative balance and representing precipitation. As such,
one component of this study is to numerically simulate and investigate the overall mean vertical distribution
of ice and liquid condensate and their impact on the radiative forcing of midlatitude squall lines.
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Given the influence of condensate size spectra on the radiation budget of anvil clouds, we also seek to
examine the impacts of cloud droplet nucleating aerosols on squall lines. Over the U.S. Great Plains, surface
aerosol concentrations can be quite high and are influenced by anthropogenic surface emissions [Hand,
2011]. Long-range transport of biomass burning aerosols from Central America into the central plains has also
been shown to be a contributor to the aerosol population [Gebhart et al., 2001; Kreidenweis et al., 2001; Ferrare
et al., 2006]. Aerosolsmay act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nucleating particles (INP) andmodify
the cloud droplet spectrum, which influences precipitation, the efficiency of vertical transport of condensate,
and upper level ice spectra. Given the level of uncertainly in aerosol indirect effects [Solomon et al., 2007],
understanding their range of influence on cloud microphysical processes, the vertical distribution of
water/ice, and the radiative impacts ofMCS anvils is critical. Such knowledge is necessary for the development
of MCS parameterizations that need to consider condensate vertical distributions [Del Genio et al., 2012].

Satellite studies of convective clouds influenced by biomass burning aerosols indicate an increase in cloud
cover and colder cloud tops and allude to potential radiative effects [Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2006; Lin et al.,
2006]. Koren et al. [2010] examine aerosol effects on tropical anvils from satellite data and note that more pol-
luted anvils are found at higher altitudes, which create a warming effect at the top of atmosphere (TOA).
However, such studies are limited in determining the details of the microphysical processes that link aerosols
to large-scale cloud properties. As such, numerical models are necessary tools for investigating causal rela-
tionships between aerosols and microphysics.

In modeling studies of deep convection, a change in aerosol concentration has been shown to impact hydro-
meteor size distributions which, in turn, perturb the rates of microphysical processes that influence the vertical
distribution of water/ice and precipitation rates [e.g., van den Heever and Cotton, 2007; van den Heever et al.,
2006, 2011; Carrió et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2007, 2010a; Tao et al., 2007, 2012; Morrison and Grabowski, 2011;
Morrison, 2012; Seigel et al., 2013; Storer et al., 2010; Storer and van den Heever, 2013; Lebo, 2014]. A change
in the anvil ice particle sizemay directly impact the albedo. A shift towardmore numerous smaller ice particles,
through lofting and homogeneous freezing of more numerous smaller cloud droplets, tends to increase the
anvil albedo in a manner similar to the Twomey [1977] effect for liquid cloud droplets. Further, hygroscopic
aerosols impact precipitation formation processes [Albrecht, 1989], which determine whether precipitating
condensate is more efficiently deposited at the surface or lofted within updrafts and detrained at higher levels.

Previous modeling studies that discuss aerosol indirect effects on the upper level ice and anvil clouds pro-
duced by convection largely focus on isolated or idealized tropical deep convection [e.g., van den Heever
et al., 2006; Carrió et al., 2007; Tao et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2010a; Morrison, 2012] or idealized squall line envir-
onments [e.g., Khain et al., 2005; Tao et al., 2007; Seigel et al., 2013; Lebo, 2014]. There are fewer 3-D modeling
studies of aerosol indirect effects on observed squall lines [e.g., Lynn et al., 2005; Li et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2016]
due to their complex nature, and these tend to focus on precipitation responses rather than upper level cloud
microphysics [e.g., Li et al., 2009; Lynn et al., 2005].

Of the cited modeling studies that examine aerosol effects on upper level ice, some indicate that an
increase in aerosol concentration over a given range leads to monotonic increases in ice water content
and number concentration in the anvils [van den Heever et al., 2006; Carrió et al., 2007], while others denote
nonmonotonic responses to increasing aerosol concentration [Fan et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Carrió et al.,
2010; Loftus and Cotton, 2014]. Additionally, Khain et al. [2005] and Carrió et al. [2007] found an increase
in anvil lifetime via the persistence of small ice particles with low settling velocities. The aerosol effect on
anvil size, however, is less consistent among studies. Fan et al. [2010a] and Khain et al. [2005] report varying
increases in anvil size, while van den Heever et al. [2006] indicate smaller convective anvils with an increase
in aerosol concentration. With respect to radiative effects, Carrió et al. [2007] and Lee et al. [2009] indicate
changes in radiation associated with changes in ice characteristics of deep convective anvils. While much
knowledge has been gained from previous modeling studies of aerosol effects on deep convection, there
has been less emphasis on understanding the aerosol effects on hydrometeor characteristics, microphysical
processes, and cloud radiative properties in observed long-lived MCSs that can impact regional climate
through changes in net radiation flux.

This study seeks to gain understanding into the aerosol influence on MCS cirrus anvil radiative properties by
investigating the impactsof aerosol onhydrometeor characteristics andmicrophysical processes thatgenerate
changes in cloud albedo, cloud top longwave radiation, and net radiative flux. This is accomplished through
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numerical simulations of two squall line MCS
case studies using the Regional Atmospheric
ModelingSystem(RAMS)withabin-emulating,
two-moment bulk microphysics scheme. The
simulated MCSs occurred during the
Midlatitude Continental Convective Clouds
Experiment (MC3E) [Jensen et al., 2016] in
May–June 2011. From these simulations we
seek to address the following questions with
respect to the overall bulk characterization of
squall line MCSs: (1) how does an increase in
the number concentration of cloud droplet
nucleating aerosols impact the mean vertical
distributions and spectra of liquid and ice
hydrometeors, (2) what are the dominant
microphysical processes involved in potential
changes to the hydrometeor profiles and how
do these change with aerosol loading, (3) how
do potential changes in upper level conden-

sate inducedbyaerosol effects impact thecharacterizationof thecirrus anvil shieldand theassociated radiative
effects, and (4) are the aerosol effects monotonic or nonmonotonic?

2. Model and Case Study Description
2.1. Model Description

The open source Colorado State University RAMS model [Cotton et al., 2003] version 6 was run over the cen-
tral U.S. and southern Great Plains in a three-nested grid framework with successive grid spacing of 30 km,
6 km, and 1.2 km (Figure 1). A summary of the model configuration and a general description of the physics
packages used for simulations in this study are given in Table 1.

The RAMS microphysics model prognoses mass mixing ratio and number concentration of cloud droplets,
drizzle, rain, cloud ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail [Walko et al., 1995; Meyers et al., 1997]. Aerosol
activation/cloud droplet nucleation is simulated according to Saleeby and Cotton [2004] and Saleeby and
van den Heever [2013]. Aerosol activation depends upon the environmental temperature, vertical velocity,
and aerosol concentration, size, and solubility. Aerosols are allowed to undergo nucleation scavenging and
wet and dry deposition, and they may be restored to the environment upon hydrometeor evaporation or
sublimation. The aerosol activation scheme is not limited to cloud base but, rather, permits secondary

Figure 1. Model grid configuration, with Grids 1, 2, and 3 at grid
spacings of 30 km, 6 km, and 1.2 km, respectively. Analyses are
performed for Grid 3.

Table 1. Summary of RAMS Model Grid Setup and Simulation Configuration

Model Aspect Setting

Grid Arakawa C grid [Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976]
Three nested grids:

Grid 1: 130 × 115 points, Δx=Δy=30 km, Δt= 30 s
Grid 2: 302 × 227 points, Δx=Δy= 6 km, Δt= 7.5 s
Grid 3: 997 × 647 points, Δx=Δy= 1.2 km, Δt= 3.8 s
60 Vertical Levels Δz = 50m lowest level stretched

to 500m aloft Model top at ~22 km AGL
Initialization GDAS-FNL reanalysis data for 20 May event RUC model analysis data for 23 May event
Boundary conditions Lateral boundary nudging from gridded reanalysis [Davies, 1983].
Land surface model LEAF-3 [Walko et al., 2000b]
Cumulus parameterization Kain-Fritsch parameterization [Kain and Fritsch, 1993] on Grid 1
Radiation scheme Two streams; hydrometeor sensitive [Harrington, 1997]
Turbulence scheme Horizontal diffusion via Smagorinsky [1963]; vertical diffusion via Mellor and Yamada [1974]
Microphysics scheme Two-moment bin-emulating bulk microphysics for eight hydrometeor species [Meyers et al., 1997; Saleeby and Cotton, 2004; Saleeby

and van den Heever, 2013]
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activation (activation of aerosols in cloud) as well, which can be important in deep convection. The flexibility in
this scheme stems from the ability of the model to track aerosol number and mass, which includes removing
aerosols upon activation and allowing for their regeneration upon hydrometeor evaporation/sublimation.
Unactivated aerosols, including regenerated aerosols, may be present in updrafts through transport upward
from cloud base or through entrainment. These aerosols would readily activate in the high-supersaturation
environment in convective updrafts.

The RAMSmicrophysics simulates cloud droplet autoconversion and accretion [Tzivion et al., 1987]; heteroge-
neous ice nucleation [DeMott et al., 2010]; homogeneous freezing of droplets [DeMott et al., 1994]; contact-
freezing ice nucleation [Meyers et al., 1992]; secondary ice multiplication [Hallett and Mossop, 1974]; riming
of cloud droplets [Saleeby and Cotton, 2008]; heat and vapor diffusion [Walko et al., 2000a]; hydrometeor sedi-
mentation [Feingold et al., 1998]; and shedding, melting, and ice aggregation [Walko et al., 1995;Meyers et al.,
1997]. Many of these microphysical processes, including riming and sedimentation, are represented by a bin-
emulating approach in which the bulk hydrometeor gamma distributions are decomposed into size bins,
treated in a size specific manner for a given microphysical process, and then reassembled into gamma distri-
butions. For example, the riming process uses size-specific collection efficiencies so that droplet collection in
the large bins is treated separately from droplet collection in the small bins [Saleeby and Cotton, 2008]. This
method in a bulk microphysics scheme offers a more realistic representation of microphysical processes with-
out the cost of a full bin microphysics scheme. The RAMS model is freely available by personal request to the
authors or by download via the van den Heever Research Group webpage which can be accessed through
the CSU Atmospheric Science webpage.

For the suite of sensitivity experiments that are investigated in this study, the initialization of aerosol number
concentration was varied from clean continental conditions to highly polluted continental conditions. The
initial surface aerosol concentration was guided by surface-based CCN concentrations observed at the
Department of Energy's Atmospheric RadiationMeasurement Program's SouthernGreat Plains site (ARM-SGP).
Figure 2a displays a time series of CCNnumber concentrationmeasured at various supersaturations from22 to
24 May 2011 during MC3E. The two shaded boxes indicate times of relatively clean and polluted conditions
observedduring this timeperiodwhile excluding themost highlypollutedobservations. Representative values
of 600 and 2000 cm�3 at the highest measured supersaturations (0.85% and 1.08%, respectively) were thus
denoted as clean and polluted conditions in this modeling study. To further explore the aerosol parameter
space, additional simulations, based on the highest CCN concentrations from the time series in Figure 2a, were
initialized with concentrations up to 4000 cm�3. Since our aerosol initialization was guided by surface point
observations, the aerosols were initialized horizontally homogeneously with an exponential decrease with
height (Figure 2b). The surface aerosol concentration represents the initial maximum value in the column.
The full suite of aerosol sensitivity simulations for eachMCS event was initialized with maximum number con-
centrations of 600, 2000, 3000, and 4000 cm�3 (Figure 2b) and are denoted as CLE, POL2K, POL3K, and POL4K,
respectively, where CLE indicates amore clean profile andPOL represents amore polluted environment. In this
study the aerosols mentioned above behave only as CCN; aerosols acting as INP are initialized in a separate
category to isolate the effects of hygroscopic aerosols, acting as CCN, on anvils.

The INP initialization vertical profile was guided by aircraft data fromUniversity of North Dakota (UND) Citation
flights duringMC3E (Figure 2c). While observed INPwere included in this study and heterogeneous ice nuclea-
tion (immersion-freezing) was active [DeMott et al., 2010], the initial INP profile was held constant in order to
isolate the effects of aerosols acting as CCN. The INP profile was initialized horizontally homogeneously with
the concentration of particles> 500 nm diameter, as measured by the aircraft observations (Figure 2c). INP
were treated diagnostically, such that new ice particle formation was only generated if the INP concentration
exceeded the grid cell concentration of cloud ice particles. There were no INP sources or sinks.

2.2. Case Study Description

The twoMCS squall line events simulated and analyzed in this study occurred from 03:00 UTC to 15:00 UTC 20
May and 21:00 UTC 23 May to 09:00 UTC 24 May of 2011 during MC3E. These cases will, hereafter, be referred
to as the 20 May and 23 May events. These two particular MCSs have been discussed in a number of other
studies that examine particular elements of squall line convection [Tao et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2014; Fan
et al., 2015; Marinescu et al., 2016]. The 12 h analysis time period in each MCS event encompasses the main
development, mature, and dissipation stages of these MCSs [Marinescu et al., 2016]. Simulations were
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initialized several hours prior to these
analysis periods in order to allow the
model to spin-up prior to the devel-
opment of the initial squall line con-
vection. In both events, convection
developed along a dryline in western
Oklahoma, grew upscale into LLTS
MCSs, and propagated in a mainly
eastward direction across the eastern
Oklahoma border.

Time snapshots of simulated and
observed cloud coverage, in Figure 3,
demonstrates that the model was
able to produce the time-evolving
cloud shields with representative
areal coverage and location. The
simulations analyzed herein are the
same set of RAMS simulations that
have been compared to observations
in more detail in the companion
paper by Marinescu et al. [2016],
wherein, they provide a thorough
comparison between these same
RAMS model simulations and the
squall line observations. They demon-
strate thatwhile some inconsistencies
exist, the simulations are able to accu-
rately reproduce many of the
observed features of the squall lines,
including evolution, propagation,
precipitation rate, radar reflectivity,
and vertical velocity.

Since the simulations were able to
reproduce squall lines in both events
that exhibit many similarities in
space, time, and magnitude, we will
proceed in presenting key microphy-
sical and dynamical properties and
processes that are modulated by
aerosol loading; further, we will
examine how these modulations
impact the anvil microphysical and
radiative characteristics.

3. Results of Aerosol Experiments

The following sections discuss a number of the dynamic and microphysical quantities representative of the
squall lines for both cases (20 May and 23 May). The majority of these quantities are plotted as spatial
and/or temporal averages across the domain during the 12 h period that encompasses the majority of the
lifetime of the MCSs. A presentation of MCS characteristics in this manner and an examination of the changes
in the bulk MCS characteristics as a complete entity, due to changes in aerosol concentration, helps to isolate
the strongest signals of aerosol influence over the entirety of the MCS and its lifecycle. While the focus is on
the bulk MCS characteristics, there are some analyzed fields that are more clearly understood when the
means are computed separately for the convective and stratiform regions of the squall lines as described

Figure 2. (a) Time series of CCN active at supersaturations of approximately
0.25, 0.3, 0.45, 0.65, 0.7, 0.85, and 1.08% from the ARM-SGP site, respectively,
from N_CCN_1 to N_CCN_7. (b) RAMS cloud droplet nucleating aerosol
initialization profiles. (c) Vertical profiles of large-aerosol number concentra-
tion, which may serve as INP, from UND-Citation flights during MC3E and the
RAMS model profile for INP initialization.
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below. All vertical profiles and time series averages involving cloud, ice, and total condensate mixing ratios
include grid cells in which the associated mixing ratios exceed 0.01 g kg�1 so as to eliminate sampling
cloud-free regions.

3.1. Squall Line Separation Technique

For each simulation, the columns across the horizontal domain were partitioned into categories of convective
and stratiform, as is done in the model-based separation technique inMarinescu et al. [2016]. This methodol-
ogy follows that from Churchill and Houze [1984], Lang et al. [2003], and Feng et al. [2011] with some minor
threshold modifications. Grid columns are considered convective if at least one of the following conditions
is satisfied: (1) precipitation rate> 25mmh�1 or (2) |W| below the melting level> 3.0m s�1, or (3) |W| above
the melting level> 5.0m s�1 or (4) cloud mixing ratio below the melting level> 0.5 g kg�1 andW> 0.5m s�1

or (5) a grid point in the column has a precipitation rate> 2 times that of the horizontal mean within a radius
of 20 km plus the precipitation rate> 1mmh�1. A grid column is considered stratiform if it is not a convective
column, and the precipitation rate is> 0.05mmh�1. For simplicity, the melting level here is taken as the
T=273 K level. The results from this separation technique are used as needed in the analyses that follow. It
is clearly stated when the cloud column separation is applied; all other analyses are representative of the bulk
MCS characteristics.

Figure 3. Simulated cloud cover (from simulation CLE) and GOES IR imagery at several times during the lifecycle of the twoMCS events. Columns are labeled with the
associated dates and times, and rows are labeled to indicate panels displaying observed or simulated fields.
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3.2. Vertical Distribution of Cloud and Rain Properties

Differences in the number concentration of cloud droplet nucleating aerosols most directly impact the micro-
physics of any cloud system through modification of the cloud droplet distribution. All other changes to
microphysical fields and processes stem from this fundamental change in the droplet spectra, excepting
any direct changes due to the number of ice nucleating particles, which are not treated here. Figure 4 dis-
plays the vertical profiles of cloud droplet mixing ratio, number concentration, and mean diameter for both
MCS events. In both cases an increase in aerosol loading leads to a monotonic increase in cloud droplet con-
centration and a decrease in droplet size at all levels. The relationship between cloud droplet and aerosol
number concentration can be nonlinear depending on the activation fraction. This effect should be consid-
ered in the interpretation of responses in hydrometeor characteristics andmicrophysical processes to aerosol
loading. However, from examining the cloud number profiles (Figures 4b and 4e), the change in the maxi-
mum droplet number among sensitivity tests scales similarly to the differences in the initial maximum aerosol
concentrations. Thus, nonlinear activation processes may be playing only a minor role compared to other
nonlinear microphysical interactions.

The response to increasing aerosol in the cloud mixing ratio profiles is more complex. Below 5–6 km in both
events, there is a monotonic increase in cloud water mixing ratio with aerosol number concentration, which
results from an increase in the nucleation and vapor growth of new cloud droplets in the lower, warm-phase
portion of the clouds. Deep convection can produce large supersaturations, and an increase in aerosol num-
ber concentration allows more droplets to nucleate; the greater integrated surface area of the droplet popu-
lation that is composed of more numerous droplets in high-aerosol environments supports greater total
vapor deposition growth through consumption of supersaturation.

In the upper portions of the liquid cloud (above ~5–6 km), however, this trend is conditionally reversed and
nonmonotonic, meaning that cloud water content decreases with a change in aerosol number from CLE to
POL2K; however, it then increases from POL2K to POL4K, while still remaining less than CLE. Since there is
a trend toward increasing cloud water mixing ratio at lower levels in response to an increase in aerosol con-
centration, the term “trend reversal” will refer to a decrease in associated condensate in response to aerosol
loading relative to the CLE case. The vertical location of the lowest noted altitude in the trend reversal in

Figure 4. (a,d) Cloud droplet mixing ratio (g kg�1), (b, e) number concentration (mg�1), and (c, f) mean diameter (μm) for the 20 May (Figures 4a–4c) and 23 May
(Figures 4d–4f) cases. Shaded areas indicate the elevation zone inclusive of the cloud water trend reversal relative to CLE. The freezing levels are denoted by the
horizontal dashed lines.
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cloudwater varies among the aerosol sensitivity tests. The vertical zone over which the trend reversal in cloud
water begins (when moving upward from the surface) for all of the aerosol tests, is gray shaded in Figure 4.
The precise level at which the trend reversal occurs is a function of cloud water scavenging processes that are
discussed below. It should be noted that above ~9.5 km nearly all cloud droplets have homogeneously
frozen, thus leaving few grid points with liquid cloud in the sample average. As such, there is some noise
or biased peaks in the cloud water profiles at the highest few levels of the liquid cloud.

Since the cloud droplet number and mean diameters from these experiments follow consistent trends with
height while the mixing ratio trend changes with height, there must be variability in the competing source
and sink processes for the generation, transport, and/or scavenging of cloud water that is linked to differ-
ences in aerosol concentration. This will be explored in the next sections.

Changes in cloud droplet distributions and cloud water content due to aerosol number differences subse-
quently affect rain formation. Changes in the cloud droplet spectra directly impact the cloud droplet self-
collection and accretion processes for rain formation and growth [Tzivion et al., 1987], which in turn, impact
the mean profiles of cloud characteristics. However, rain may also be generated through melting of ice and
shedding from hail. These processes may vary between the convective and stratiform regions of the squall
line, and thus, it is pertinent to examine the mean rain characteristics, shown in Figure 5, separately for
these regions.

The rain mixing ratio trends are less apparent throughout the column compared to cloud water trends
between cases and between convective and stratiform regions. This lack of trend may indicate complex non-
linear interactions of competing processes (droplet self-collection, droplet accretion, shedding, melting, and
evaporation) that can impact rain. The only clear trend in mixing ratio exists below 2 km in both regions of the
20 May case. In this layer, there is greater rain water with increasing aerosol concentration. This is likely
related to the greater variation in rain number and size below 2 km in the 20 May case compared to the
23 May case.

In general, the production of rain water above the freezing level (dashed line on Figures 4a and 4d) is attrib-
uted to droplet self-collection and accretion of cloud water. The general rapid increase in rain mixing ratio
from ~4 km down to ~2 km is related to the sum of droplet self-collection, droplet accretion processes, shed-
ding of rain from hail, and melting of ice particles below the freezing level. The reduction in rain mixing ratio
from ~2 km down to the surface is related to evaporation below cloud base.

The vertical profiles of rain droplet number concentration and size clearly demonstrate an aerosol effect
through largely monotonic trends for each case and region sampled. This is most noticeable in the rain num-
ber concentration profiles of the convective region in both MCS events. It should be noted that at the highest
levels of the liquid cloud (9–10 km), some variability arises in rain drop size and number due to sampling of
fewer rainy grid points, thus creating the sharp transition to zero values at the very top of the liquid cloud.
Generally, an increase in aerosol concentration leads to production of fewer but larger rain drops at nearly
all levels where liquid persists. While droplet self-collection is slowed due to smaller cloud droplet size in
the more polluted simulations, the fewer rain drops that form through cloud droplet self-collection have a
greater population of droplets to collect during rain sedimentation. This relationship between aerosol
concentration and rain drop number and size has been observed and simulated in other studies as well
[e.g., Altaratz et al., 2008; Berg et al., 2008; May et al., 2011; Saleeby et al., 2010, 2015; Sheffield et al.,
2015]. Above the freezing level, generation of rain drops is largely attributed to droplet self-collection and
accretion processes, which would tend to be greater at higher altitudes where cloud droplets are larger
andmore readily collected. Below the freezing level and above cloud base, shedding andmelting complicate
the determination of the exact source of rain drop formation. Below cloud base, shedding, melting, and
evaporation all impact rain drop number concentration in a net nonlinear manner.

The general increase in mean rain drop diameter from the top downward is likely attributed to accretion
growth of rain drops above cloud base. Below cloud base, evaporation impacts mean sizes. The CLE simula-
tions have the smallest rain drops. These smaller drops are more likely to fully evaporate before reaching the
surface compared to the larger drops in the more polluted simulations. This evaporation of the smaller dro-
plets in CLE leads to the continued increase in mean rain size. Themore polluted simulations display a neutral
or slight decrease in rain size below cloud base. The overall evaporation across the size spectra must, there-
fore, be imposing a greater impact on the mean size than the full evaporation of the smaller droplets.
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While the changes in the cloud water spectra due to aerosol loading certainly impact the rain number and
size spectra, it is not clear that they impact the rain mixing ratio, whose effects could bemasked bymicrophy-
sical nonlinear interactions. Further, the rain mixing ratio profiles do not display a clear trend reversal as in the
profile of cloud mixing ratio; hence, it is helpful to (1) examine the total condensate and its vertical transport
in order to help shed some light on the trend reversal in cloud water and (2) isolate the mechanism leading to
reduced cloud water aloft in the more polluted scenarios.

Figure 5. Rain dropmixing ratio (g kg�1) (a, d, g, and j), number concentration (L�1) (b, e, h, and k), andmean diameter (mm) (c, f, i, and l) for the 20 May (Figures 5a–
5c and 5g–5i) and 23 May (Figures 5d–5f and 5j–5l) cases partitioned into averages over convective (Figures 5a–5f) and stratiform (Figures 5g–5l) regions. Estimated
mean cloud base is denoted by dashed lines on mixing ratio profiles.
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An aerosol impact is present in the vertical distribution of total condensate within the MCSs. Figures 6a and
6b depicts themean vertical profiles of total condensate mixing ratio. Both profiles display an increase in total
condensate at low levels for an increase in aerosol number. Above this lower level, the trend reversal is
weakly present from 5 to 12 km in the 20 May case and is more prominent in the 23 May case from 6 to
12 km. In the 23 May case, there exists a layer of neutral trend from 12 to 14 km. In both events there is a clear
trend reversal at the uppermost levels. The trend reversals vary between the two events, but they are present,
nonetheless. It is important to note that the trend reversal is greatest for the increase in aerosols from CLE to
POL2K. Additional increases in aerosol concentration beyond POL2K appear to reduce the magnitude of the
trend reversal and promote an increase in mixing ratio relative to POL2K.

3.3. Vertical Transport of Hydrometeors

To understand why there is less cloud water and total condensate mixing ratio above the level of the trend
reversal in the more polluted regimes, we first examine the difference in upward transport of total hydrome-
teor condensate relative to the CLE simulations (Figures 6c and 6d). The profiles from both MCSs reveal an
increase in upward condensate transport with aerosol concentration from near the surface up to ~6 km. In
the lower portion of the trend reversal layer (gray bar in Figures 6c and 6d), the change in condensate vertical
transport in the polluted scenarios is still positive in spite of a reduction in total condensate/cloud water. This
occurs since the removal of cloud condensate is not yet great enough to offset the positive effects of upward
condensate transport. Within the upper portion of the trend reversal layer, riming removes cloud water at a
greater rate than what is added via upward transport. These competing processes generate the observed
trend reversal layer in cloud water/total condensate. Above ~6 km, there is either neutral or reduced upward
condensate transport for an increase in aerosol concentration. These trends suggest that the aerosol-related
deficit in condensate aloft (Figures 6a and 6b) is linked to a reduction in vertical transport of condensate gen-
erated at lower levels.

With regards to vertical transport, the aerosol-induced change in sedimentation fall speed of hydrometeors
should also be considered. However, given that much of the vertical transport within MCSs occurs in convec-
tive cores, we suspect that changes in the net fall speed due to changes in hydrometeor size will be rather
small. This concept is also argued in Lebo [2014]. Further, fall speed changes would already be realized in
the instantaneous condensate mixing ratios values used to compute vertical transport. Hence, the represen-
tation of vertical transport of condensate (Figures 6c and 6d) is a good approximation of the ability of the
MCS to loft condensate.

Such changes in the trends in upward transport of condensate are associated with either changes in the
dynamics or microphysics of the system. Figures 6e and 6f displays vertical profiles of the percent difference
in updraft speed between CLE and the three polluted scenarios averaged over grid cells with upward motion
greater than 1m s�1. The POL3K and POL4K profiles reveal modest increases in updraft strength in both
events on the order of a few percent, up to at least 12 km, as aerosol concentration increases. Though not
the focus of this study, aerosol influences on vertical motion have been attributed to warm and cold phase
invigoration processes [Khain et al., 2005; Koren et al., 2005; Khain et al., 2008; Koren et al., 2010; van den
Heever et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2012; Saleeby et al., 2015; Sheffield et al., 2015] as well as cold pool dynamics
and condensate loading [Khain et al., 2005; Storer et al., 2010; Lebo, 2014; Grant and van den Heever, 2015;
Storer and van den Heever, 2013].

At elevations above 12 km the difference in updraft speed becomes either negative (20 May) or less positive
(23 May), which suggests less invigorative support in the upper levels. The profiles of total condensate mixing
ratio (Figures 6a and 6b) and upward transport of condensate (Figures 6c and 6d) display evidence for
reduced lofting of condensate to the upper anvil levels in the more polluted cases. This reduces the potential
for ice vapor growth, which may reduce latent heating, buoyancy, and updraft strength at these uppermost
levels under more polluted conditions.

When comparing the two MCS events, one should note that the 20 May event is not as deep as the 23 May
event as evidenced by less condensate at the uppermost levels (Figures 6a and 6b). Further, the trend rever-
sal in cloud water mixing ratio is more prominent and over a greater depth in the 20 May event (Figures 4a
and 4d). With considerably less condensate transport to the highest elevations, the 20 May event appears
more susceptible to changes in upper level updraft strength that may be linked to latent heating and
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buoyancy. As such, the mean change in updraft strength above 12 km in the 20 May event is negative for all
polluted scenarios (Figures 6e and 6f).

Regardless of the mechanism for the generation of stronger vertical motions from the surface to 12 km, the
upward condensate transport over most of the column in both events tends to be positively supported by
stronger updrafts. Since (1) the upward condensate transport trend with aerosol concentration (Figures 6c
and 6d) is positive up to 6 km and is neutral or negative above this, (2) the trend in cloud water
(Figures 4a and 4d) is positive below ~6 km and reverses above this level, and (3) the trend in updraft strength
(Figures 6e and 6f) is positive up to at least ~12 km, then the reversal in the trend in total condensate at ~6 km

Figure 6. (a, b) Total condensatemixing ratio (g kg�1), relative differences (%) in (c, d) vertical transport of total condensate
and (e, f) mean upward vertical motion for the 20 May (Figures 6a, 6c, and 6e) and 23 May (Figures 6b, 6d, and 6f) cases.
Shaded areas are same as Figure 4. Figures 6e and 6f were sampled over updrafts stronger than 1.0m s�1.
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(Figures 6a and 6b) is most likely linked to increased sinks or reduced sources in microphysical processes
rather than to changes in the dynamics.

3.4. Microphysical Processes

Thebudgets of thekeymicrophysical processeswere examined tohelpdeterminewhy cloudwatermixing ratio
and total condensate demonstrate a positive trendwith aerosol concentration below 6 km and a reversal in this
trendaloft.Of themicrophysical processes examined (thoughnot shown), thecollectionof clouddropletsby ice,
or riming, is themost influential process in cloudwater removal. Previous studies also indicate that riming is one
of themost influentialmicrophysical processes in deep convection [Morrison, 2012; Seigel et al., 2013; Storer and
van den Heever, 2013; Lebo, 2014; Marinescu et al., 2016]. Figure 7 displays a clear monotonic increase in the
amount of rimed cloud water as aerosol concentration is increased. Lebo [2014] also noted a similar aerosol
impact on the amount of rimed cloud water. The greatest difference in maximum riming rate occurs between
CLE and POL2K, with reduced increases in riming rate for additional aerosol loading. The elevation of greatest
riming rate and aerosol impact on riming varies slightly betweenMCS events, but it is generallymaximized near
the top of the trend reversal layer. In spite of greater maximum riming rates (Figure 7) in the 23 May case, the
cloudwater trend reversal (Figures 4a and4d) is of smallermagnitude than in the20May case This indicates that
compared to the 20 May event, the riming process on 23 May does not scavenge cloud water at a fast enough
rate to offset the cloud water generation. Hence, the trend reversal is less dramatic in the 23 May event, which
implies that a relatively larger amount of cloud water is lofted to the upper levels on 23 May.

The riming rate response to aerosol loading indicates greater cloud water removal, which leads to less lofting
of water to the upper levels. It is important to note that an increase in the riming rate is both a function of the
total cloud water and the efficiency of riming. Both factors contribute to the riming profiles (Figure 7) and the
trend reversal profiles in cloud water (Figures 4a and 4d). Since the trend reversal in the cloud water profile
above 6 km is nonmonotonic for an increase in aerosol concentration, while the riming rate trend is generally
monotonic, additional factors beyond the amount of cloud water available to rime must be influencing the
cloud water profiles.

The total riming rate is a function of the size-dependent collection efficiency between ice and cloud droplets
and the total cloud water content. If liquid water content is constant among simulations, greater aerosol con-
centration would lead tomore numerous, smaller droplets with smaller collection efficiency and reduced rim-
ing rates. Within our simulated events, however, in themore polluted scenarios, both the liquid water content
and thenumber concentration of droplets increase below the trend reversal level. This allows for only amoder-
ate decrease in themean clouddroplet size (Figures 4c and4f), which translates to amoderate decrease in rime
collection efficiency. When the number concentration of cloud droplets increases by a greater amount than
does the decrease in collection efficiency with smaller droplets, then the riming rate will increase rather than
decrease. In our cases, this tends to occur in the middle to upper levels of the liquid cloud where mean cloud
droplet diameter is greater than ~20μm (Figures 4c and 4f). Collection efficiencies between ice and cloud

Figure 7. Riming rate of cloud water (g kg�1min�1) for the (a) 20 May and (b) 23 May cases. Shaded areas are same as
Figure 4.
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droplets change less dramatically between diameters of 20 and 40μm than for smaller droplets [Wang and Ji,
2000; Saleeby and Cotton, 2008]. Saleeby and Cotton [2008] demonstrated steep slopes in the collection effi-
ciency curves for droplets smaller than 20μm and shallower slopes for droplets greater than 20μm diameter.
The increase in thenumberconcentrationofdropletsdominatesover thedecrease incollectionefficiencywhen
thedroplet sizesare relatively large, and total riming increases. Beyond thePOL2Ksimulation,however, thedro-
plets become smaller than 20μmat all but the highest levels of the liquid cloud, and the decrease in collection
efficiency is more dramatic and dominates over the additional increase in droplet number; hence, there is a
weaker trend reversal in cloud water mixing ratio in POL3K and POL4K relative to POL2K. In spite of reduced
trend reversals in cloudwater fromPOL2K toPOL4K, the total riming rate (Figure7) increases. Recall that the rim-
ing rate is both a function of riming efficiency and available cloudwater to be rimed. The riming efficiency will
begin todecreaseasdropletsbecomesmaller (i.e., POL2KtoPOL4K),but there ismoregenerationofcloudwater
(Figures 4a and 4d)with greater aerosol concentration in these cases andmorenumerous droplets to be rimed.

The number concentration of ice species may also impact riming rates. Though not shown, the number con-
centration of aggregates scales with the number concentration of cloud ice particles (Figures 8b and 8e) since
collisions between cloud ice particles generates aggregates. As such, in the more polluted regimes, there are
more numerous but smaller aggregates available to collect cloud droplets. Hail is also a prolific rimer, and the
number concentration of hail, not shown, tends to scale with the number of rain drops (Figure 5) since rain
drops act as hail embryos. As such, there are slightly fewer hail stones in the more polluted scenarios for col-
lecting rime. While variability in the rimer species impacts riming rates, such variability is less substantial than
the aerosol-induced variability in cloud water and cloud droplet number and size.

Ultimately, the sources (primarily condensation) and sinks (primarily riming) of cloud water and the changes
to the droplet spectra impact the mixing ratio and spectra of cloud ice in the upper levels through
vertical transport.

3.5. Anvil Cloud Ice Characteristics

Under the assumption of unaltered INP concentrations, changes in the upper level cloud ice are highly influ-
enced by changes in the cloud droplet spectra below and the transport of water to upper levels, where the

Figure 8. (a, d) Cloud ice mixing ratio (g kg�1), (b, e) number concentration (mg�1), and (c, f) mean diameter (μm) for the 20 May (Figures 8a–8c) and 23 May
(Figures 8d–8f) cases.
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homogeneous freezing of cloud droplets is the most prolific source of cloud ice particles [Heymsfield et al.,
2005; Tao et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2010b]. Figure 8 displays the vertical profiles of cloud ice mixing ratio, number
concentration, and mean diameter. In both MCS events, there is an increase in cloud ice number concentra-
tion and decrease in size in association with the increase in aerosol number concentration. This change in the
cloud ice size distribution tends to reduce the generation of snow and aggregate mixing ratio in the anvil
clouds in the more polluted scenarios (not shown). However, aggregates that form from cloud ice self-
collection in more polluted conditions tend to be more numerous but smaller and with slower fall speeds.
This may influence the size and lifetime of anvil clouds.

The vertical profiles of cloud ice mixing ratio are determined by a balance between upward transport of con-
densate and subsequent precipitation of cloud ice. Cloud ice mixing ratio is reduced at all levels for POL2K
(Figures 8a and 8d). This result is most prominent in the 20 May event, which also exhibits the greater reduc-
tion in cloud water in the upper portions of the liquid cloud (Figures 4a and 4d). Recall that the reduction in
cloud water mixing ratio with increasing aerosol concentration within the upper levels of the liquid cloud was
most dramatic for an aerosol concentration increase from CLE to POL2K. Further increases in aerosol concen-
tration greater than POL2K do not lead to either greater or monotonic reductions in cloud ice mixing ratio in
comparison to the CLE simulations. In the 20 May event, there is little variability in cloud ice mixing ratio
among the polluted simulations, while in the 23 May event the anvil cloud ice content increases, with respect
to CLE, from 12 to 15 km for aerosol simulations POL3K and POL4K. The pronounced reduction in upper anvil
level ice content in the 20 May event is likely linked to the more pronounced cloud water trend reversal
(Figure 4a) compared to the 23 May event (Figure 4b). When the cloud water mixing ratio profiles are not suf-
ficiently modified by the riming removal process, then more cloud water is able to be transported to the
anvil levels.

As previously noted, the riming process in the model is represented in a bin-emulating manner [Saleeby and
Cotton., 2008]. This allows the larger droplets in the spectra (containing the majority of the mass) to be more
readily rimed than the smaller droplets (containing the majority of the number concentration), which have
lower collection efficiencies. This realistic representation of the riming process across the droplet spectra per-
mits the numerous, small droplets to be vertically transported to the anvil and freeze. Meanwhile, scavenging
of the more massive droplets leads to less cloud mixing ratio transport to the anvil and less cloud ice mixing
ratio. Hence, there is a simultaneous reduction in cloud ice mixing ratio in the anvil alongside an increase in
cloud ice number concentration (of smaller ice crystals).

While there are many similar trends in cloud water and cloud ice mixing ratio profiles in response to increas-
ing aerosol concentration, a blanket conclusion regarding the impact of these changes on anvil ice content is
difficult to make. The final outcome largely depends on the initial modification to the cloud droplet distribu-
tion and the strength of themicrophysical processes that may prevent cloud water from being transported to
upper levels. The balance among changes in upward transport of condensate, precipitation rates, and micro-
physical sources and sinks determines the amount of anvil cloud ice mixing ratio. As mentioned earlier, there
are clear trends in anvil cloud ice number and size, which influence precipitation rates out of the anvil. Smaller
particles in the more polluted simulations have slower fall speeds and thus longer residence times. This
directly impacts the areal coverage of anvil level clouds.

3.6. Cloud Area

Figure 9 displays vertical profiles of the cloudy fraction of the domain and the percent change in the cloud
areal coverage relative to the CLE simulation. The profiles of cloud cover percentage (Figures 9a and 9b) place
the vertical locations of the maximum areal cloud coverage at just under 12 km for the 20 May case and just
over 12 km for the 23 May case. As such, we refer to the upper anvil as> 12 km and lower anvil as< 12 km.

The change in total squall line cloud coverage (Figures 9a and 9b) due to aerosol loading can be inferred from
thedifferences at the level ofmaximumcloud coverage (~12 km). Differences at this level and computations of
total cloud cover (not shown) indicate a net increase of up to only 1–2%, and the trend relative to CLE is not
monotonic. However, changes in cloud cover are more substantial in the upper anvil region in both events
(Figures 9c and 9d). Trends in the cloud cover percentage differences (Figures 9c and 9d) in the upper anvil
are largely monotonic with increasing aerosol. In both MCS events, at least a portion of the vertical profile of
areal coverage of upper anvil ice displays a substantial percentage increase in the more polluted scenarios.
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The23Mayeventexhibitsup toa150% increase inanvil cloudareaat thehighest levels. The20Mayeventpeaks
with a 50% increase near 13 km, but it exhibits a decrease at the highest levels. The peak differences occur at
vertical levelswhere there aregenerally fewer cloudspresent (<10%domaincoverage). However, there are still
significant cloud area increases closer to altitudes of 12 km, where the largest anvil extent is present.

The decrease in cloud cover at cloud top in the 20 May event is likely indicative of less anvil ice reaching the
upper levels. As mentioned previously, the 20 May event displays a greater cloud water loss in the upper
levels of the liquid cloud due to more effective cloud water removal by riming in the most polluted scenarios.
The updraft strength is also weaker above 11 km in the more polluted scenarios, thus providing less support
for upper level divergence and anvil ice detrainment at the highest altitudes. The increase in anvil area
between 12 and 15 km for more polluted cases occurs in spite of this effect and is thus, largely attributed
to longer residence times of smaller ice crystals in the polluted cases. The 23 May event compared to the
20 May event shows a greater increase in upper anvil cloud area, with respect to change in aerosol concen-
tration, since this event containsmore condensate throughout the column (Figures 6a and 6b) andmore than
2 times the amount of cloud ice mixing ratio and number (Figure 8). As such, the divergent anvil in the 23 May
event has a greater chance of persisting with time and distance from the convective core before succumbing
to sublimation and dissipation. Further, in the 23 May case, the updrafts are stronger aloft in the more
polluted cases (Figure 6f). Hence, there is a likely contribution from enhanced upper level divergence
supplementing the influence of longer residence time of smaller ice crystals on the upper anvil area in the
more polluted simulations.

Fan et al. [2010a] also examine the modeled changes in anvil sizes induced by aerosol loading, but within
deep tropical convective storms, and Koren et al. [2010] examine aerosol effects on anvil sizes from a satellite

Figure 9. (a, b) Vertical profiles of domain cloud fraction and (c, d) percentage difference in cloud coverage relative to CLE
for the 20 May (Figures 9a and 9c) and 23 May (Figures 9b and 9d) cases. Red dashed lines denote level of maximum cloud
cover as determined from Figures 9a and 9b, and blue dashed lines denote level of maximum cloud cover change as
determined from Figures 9c and 9d.
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perspective. While our simulated conditions are different from these studies, they all reveal an increase in
anvil size with increased aerosol concentration. However, as noted above, the total cloud cover increased
only 1–2% while Fan et al. [2010a] reveal anvil increases of 15–100%, and Koren et al. [2010] show a substan-
tial increase in the ratio of anvil to convective area. However, we do demonstrate a 25–150% increase in the
area of upper level anvil. It should be noted that, comparatively, our threshold ice water path for anvil cloud
identification was more constrained and less inclusive of very thin anvil, and our polluted simulations led to a
reduction in anvil ice mixing ratio rather than an increase, which is noted in Fan et al. [2010a]. In spite of the
differences in simulations and analyses methods between these studies, both demonstrate an increase in
anvil area with aerosol loading, though the magnitude of this increase is dependent on the threshold of
anvil cloud.

3.7. Impacts on Radiative Properties

Modifications of the anvil areal coverage and the ice crystal spectra can impact the radiative properties of the
upper level clouds, including cloud top albedo, outgoing longwave radiation, and radiative heating rates
[Platt, 1989; Jensen et al., 1994]. It has been shown thus far that in the more polluted scenarios the anvil level
cirrus tends to be composed of less total cloud ice mixing ratio but more numerous, smaller ice crystals with
larger extent.

The change in the ice crystal size spectra can impact the cloud albedo in a similar manner to Twomey [1977].
Figures 10a and 10f display plots of the mean squall line cloud top albedo. Trends are similar for both MCSs
and indicate a monotonic increase in cloud top albedo of up to 4–6% for greater aerosol concentrations due
to the presence of more numerous, smaller ice particles. This greater reflection of solar radiation imposes a
cooling effect. The amount of upwelling infrared radiation that is emitted to space at cloud top is also
impacted by the amount of upper level ice and the ice particle size spectra. Figures 10b and 10g display
the TOA outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) averaged over cloudy columns. There is a clear monotonic trend
in both events of reduced TOA-OLR with up to 6–8% reduction for the greatest aerosol concentration. This
response imposes a warming effect by trapping more upwelling longwave radiation. The decrease in TOA-
OLR may be tied to reduced emission of radiation from a higher elevation (colder temperature) due to
persistence of smaller ice crystals in the upper anvil. It may also be reduced by an increase in cloud opacity
resulting from more numerous, smaller crystals. Morrison and Grabowski [2011] also demonstrate an aerosol-
induced increase in cloud top albedo and decrease in TOA-OLR that are of similar magnitude to the results
shown here. One key difference is that our results demonstrate these radiative responses in spite of reduced
anvil ice mixing ratio in more polluted cases, thus suggesting that changes in the anvil ice size spectra may be
more important than anvil ice mixing ratio.

Thedifferences inupwelling anddownwelling shortwave and longwave radiation combine togenerate thenet
vertical profile of radiative heating. Figures 10c and 10h display the vertical profiles of the radiative heating
rates averaged over the cloudy columns. The profiles in both events are dominated by cooling at upper levels.
Thick anvil and deep convection tends to exert a net cooling effect [Futyan et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2000]. The
aerosol effect on the heating rate profiles reveals an increase in elevation of the heating/cooling profile above
~10 kmAGL. There is also an increase in themaximumcooling rate in the upper anvil region and an increase in
maximumheating in the lower anvil regionwithhigher aerosol concentrations. These changesare shownmore
clearly by the radiative heating difference profiles (Figures 10d and 10i).

The net radiative effect of aerosol modulation of the cirrus anvil ice can be quantified by examining the dif-
ference relative to CLE in the net column radiative flux (net TOA upward flux�net surface upward flux),
which is shown in Figures 10e and 10j. The aerosol indirect effects tend to reduce the net radiative flux.
Thus, it appears that aerosol loading in deep convection with large, long-lived anvils may act to offset the
cooling effect of cloud radiative forcing by changing the ice spectra, cloud top albedo, cloud opacity, and
anvil cloud top elevation.

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this study the indirect effects of cloud-droplet nucleating aerosols on the mean vertical distributions of
liquid and ice condensate and cirrus anvil microphysical and radiative characteristics of midlatitude squall
lines were examined through the use of cloud-resolving model simulations. The RAMS model was used to
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Figure 10. (a, f) Cloud top albedo (fraction), (b, g) TOA-OLR (Wm�2), (c, h) radiative heating rate (K d�1), (d, i) difference in
radiative heating rate (K d�1), and (e, j) percent change in net column radiative flux for the 20May (Figures 10a–10e) and 23
May (Figures 10f–10j) cases.
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simulate two squall line MCS events that occurred on 20 and 23–24 May 2011 during the MC3E field project.
To investigate potential aerosol indirect effects, four sensitivity experiments were performed for each case
study, with initial surface aerosol concentrations of 600, 2000, 3000, and 4000 cm�3, named, respectively,
as CLE, POL2K, POL3K, and POL4K. The aerosol concentrations were based on CCN observations from 22 to
24 May 2011 at the DOE ARM-SGP site, and the vertical profiles of concentrations decreased exponentially
with height.

The primary goal of this study was to improve our understanding of aerosol indirect effects on the vertical
distribution of liquid and ice condensate and the anvil properties of squall lines from an overarching mean
perspective. By examining the aerosol impacts via spatial and temporal means over the full squall line system,
a greater understanding was gained on the overall regional radiative impact of MCSs, and the predominant
sign and magnitude of the cloud microphysical and radiative responses were assessed. The aerosol-induced
competition between cloud water generation at lower cloud levels and the removal by riming at middle-
cloud levels is key to understanding how aerosol concentration impacts the cloud water mixing ratio and dro-
plet size distributions in deep convection. The influence of cloud droplet spectra on anvil characteristics is
then communicated via homogenous freezing of lofted cloud droplets.

In this study, the sign of the response in microphysical quantities to aerosol loading was variable. Cloud
droplet and cloud ice number concentrations increased monotonically with increased aerosol loading, while
cloud water mixing ratio exhibited nonmonotonic trends that varied with height. In both MCS events, cloud
water mixing ratio in the lower levels (up to ~6 km) exhibited monotonic increases with aerosol loading. At
greater aerosol concentrations, more cloud droplets were nucleated, readily grew by condensation,
consumed the abundant supersaturation, and generated more cloud water. In the upper portions of the
liquid cloud (from ~6 to 10 km), droplets were readily rimed because of their relatively large size, while
at lower cloud levels, droplets were smaller and scavenging was less efficient. A balance between an
increase in the cloud water available to rime and a decrease in rime collection efficiency in response
to aerosol loading led to a variable reduction in cloud mixing ratio above ~6 km. An aerosol-induced
decrease in cloud water above ~6 km relative to CLE was referred to in this study as a trend reversal,
and the greatest trend reversal in cloud water aloft occurred in POL2K.

Since increasing aerosol concentrations led to increases in the cloud droplet mixing ratio (below ~6 km) and
number concentration, while droplet sizes were only moderately reduced, total riming rates generally
increased as aerosol concentration increased. Compared to the change in total riming from CLE to POL2K,
there was still an increase in riming between POL2K and POL4K in spite of reduced collection efficiency of
smaller cloud droplets. This occurred because there was more cloud water and more numerous droplets
available to rime in the more polluted simulations. However, the change in total riming was less from
POL3K to POL4K compared to the change from POL2K to POL3K. This occurred because the riming efficiency
of smaller droplets decreased enough to sufficiently offset the contribution to total riming from increased
generation of more cloud water and number. In and above the cloud water trend reversal layer, there was
less cloud water in POL2K compared to POL4K in spite of greater total riming in POL4K. This occurred because
POL2K simply had less cloud water generated than POL4K and because the riming efficiency is greater than
in POL4K.

The variable profiles in cloud water directly impacted anvil ice characteristics. Increased removal of cloud
water via riming limited the amount of cloud water that was lofted to the upper anvil levels and frozen homo-
geneously. Thus, there tended to be reduced cloud ice mixing ratio in the upper anvils for an increase in aero-
sol concentration. The magnitude and depth over which cloud ice was reduced in the anvil tended to scale
with the relative amount of cloud water removed by riming. These trends varied slightly between the 20 and
23May events. This is to be expected since the response to a specific aerosol loading depends on the amount
of condensed water and ice, which, in turn, is controlled by the environment and the strength of the
squall line.

Regardless of the variability in cloud water and cloud ice profiles, the increase in aerosol concentration led to
monotonic increases in cloud droplet and cloud ice number concentration and subsequent monotonic
decreases in particle size. Smaller ice particles have smaller collection efficiencies and smaller fall velocities.
As such, their residence times were longer, and their horizontal advection in the divergent anvil led to greater
anvil cloud coverage at certain elevations. In the 20 and 23 May case studies, the upper level (>12 km) anvil
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areal coverage in the polluted simulations increased by up to 50% and 150%, respectively, while the lower
anvil region (<12 km) showed little change. The total squall line cloud coverage increased only modestly
up to 1–2%. The addition of numerous small cloud ice particles led to enhanced cloud top albedo by up to
4–6%. Further, there was up to a 6–8% reduction in the TOA-OLR due to reduced emission by the upper level
anvil and increased opacity resulting from persistence of more numerous small ice particles at the
uppermost levels.

The aerosol effects on simulated squall lines discussed herein indicate that a series of complex and compet-
ing processes determine the vertical distribution of water and ice and the microphysical, macrophysical, and
radiative properties of the cirrus anvil clouds. While somemicrophysical trends, such as hydrometeor number
and size, are monotonic, others, such as hydrometeor mixing ratios, are not. The concentration of aerosols,
strength of convection, and availability of water vapor are key controlling factors in dictating monotonicity.
In spite of nonmonotonic trends and reduced magnitudes in upper level cloud water and cloud ice mixing
ratios in the more polluted simulations, there were clear monotonic trends in cloud top radiative effects in
response to aerosol loading. The cloud top albedo was enhanced, TOA-OLR was reduced, and the net column
radiative flux was reduced, thus acting to offset the radiative cooling effects of squall lines. This indicates a
positive radiative forcing (warming effect) from increased aerosol loading on squall line clouds resulting from
an increase in anvil ice number concentration, a decrease in ice size, an increase in ice particle residence time,
and a shift to higher-altitude anvil clouds. This radiative response occurs regardless of the decrease in anvil
condensate mixing ratio in more polluted conditions, thus, emphasizing that the radiative forcing of anvils
may be more sensitive to changes in hydrometeor size spectra than mass mixing ratio.

Results shown herein reveal the potential impact that aerosols can have on clouds that persist at the top of
the troposphere and are created through deep convection. The imposed changes to anvil ice clouds and their
radiative properties are consistent between these two completely different MCSs that developed in different
environments. For future work, it would be useful, however, to test the robustness of our conclusions by
performing a similar study over a spectrum of MCS intensities and structures.
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